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Il volume presenta una panoramica degli studi sui digital fashion media, dagli inizi a oggi, con un salto nel passato riferito ai giornali cartacei, per capire come questo universo sia cambiato e
che direzione prenderà in futuro. Vengono riportati alcuni esempi editoriali di successo e le biografie di personaggi chiave dell’editoria di moda. Lo studio approfondisce l’ambito dei digital
media analizzandone la storia e le maggiori tendenze attuali, dal civic journalism al brand (journalism), legandoli all’ambito della moda, ma considerandoli anche in una prospettiva più vasta.
Viene sviluppata una riflessione a partire dai grandi cambiamenti vissuti dall’editoria di moda dopo la digital revolution e le difficoltà a ridefinire compiutamente mestieri e competenze di un
mondo in costante trasformazione. Prendendo a prestito il noto esempio dell’ornitorinco di Umberto Eco, l’autrice crea un parallelo con le nuove professioni della moda, sottolineando gli
aspetti critici del passaggio da oggetti conosciuti (media e giornali su carta) in oggetti da definire come la stampa digitale. La necessità di questo libro nasce dopo anni di insegnamento in cui
la ricerca continua di un testo per gli studenti ha portato l’autrice a raccogliere in un unico volume le dispense prodotte per i corsi tenuti in più università con nomi diversi, ma afferenti ai
medesimi ambiti disciplinari: la comunicazione e la semiotica della moda. Il libro si rivolge a quanti sono interessati al tema dei fashion media e in particolare agli studenti che scelgono
all’università i corsi sulla moda, per offrire loro una panoramica di posizioni teoriche e progettualità editoriali del passato e attuali.
This expansive publication follows up on the best-selling Information Graphics with more than 280 contemporary and vintage visualizations to help us understand our world, including seven
fold-out spreads. Spanning the present state, and historical shaping, of society, culture, technology, economics and the environment, this is at once a showcase of the most outstanding data
design work, and a fascinating digest of where and how we live.
Un quadro interpretativo e una serie di indicazioni operative per cogliere il nesso strategico che connette la libera spinta della Creatività alle potenzialità procedurali del Digitale. Un testo per
studenti, docenti, progettisti, pubblicitari e creativi
The texts presented in Proportion Harmonies and Identities (PHI) - Progress(es) - Theories and Practices were compiled with the intent to establish a platform for the presentation, interaction
and dissemination of research. It aims also to foster the awareness of and discussion on the topics of Harmony and Proportion with a focus on different progress visions and readings relevant
to Architecture, Arts and Humanities, Design, Engineering, Social and Natural Sciences, Technology and their importance and benefits for the community at large. Considering that the idea of
progress is a major matrix for development, its theoretical and practical foundations have become the working tools of scientists, philosophers, and artists, who seek strategies and policies to
accelerate the development process in different contexts.
Un notevole impegno viene richiesto oggi ai Microbiologi che devono essere sempre pronti a individuare tutti quei cambiamenti che si registrano in ogni aspetto della diagnostica
microbiologica conseguenti all’evoluzione della resistenza agli antibiotici di patogeni opportunisti e all’emergenza di nuovi e vecchi patogeni. I capitoli trattano nel dettaglio le tecnologie più
attuali nel campo della diagnostica microbiologica più tradizionale e quella che utilizza le tecniche di Biologia Molecolare avanzate; sono trattate inoltre le infezioni sostenute da patogeni
emergenti come funghi e parassiti. Questo volume sarà di grande utilità non solo per gli studenti che prepareranno l’esame ma anche per tutti coloro che intendono aggiornarsi in modo
adeguato circa problematiche e tecniche emergenti.
A consensus seems to exist on the following. In foreign language acquisition methodology sound methods and efficient tools have been developed until now in order to allow the learner to
master and put into practice grammar, basic vocabulary and frequent communicative rules. Within this area Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) has become an indispensable
partner, often leading the game. Beyond these borders, however, methodology as a whole becomes more blurred. Rules seem to vanish, variation and specialisation increase. Intuitive and ad
hoc approaches seem to take the lead on formally established methods. The reasons for this are obvious: how to control the enormous, ever changing and expanding set of data, links and
encyclopedic information that we associate with a richly developed human language? In front of this overwhelming opponent the search for method often surrenders. This is the point where
CALL could offer foreign language learning the opportunity to make another jump forward. Information technology is capable of handling and streamlining huge and complex amounts of
information. But this is also the point where language crosses the border of the purely linguistic fact, and where language learning has to come to terms with what we would call "cultural"
issues.
The effective use of technology offers numerous benefits in protecting cultural heritage. With the proper implementation of these tools, the management and conservation of artifacts and knowledge are better
attained. Digital Curation: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice is a critical source of academic knowledge on the preservation, selection, collection, maintenance, and archiving of digital materials.
Highlighting a range of pertinent topics such as electronic resource management, digital preservation, and virtual restoration, this publication is an ideal reference source for digital curators, technology
developers, IT professionals, academicians, researchers, and graduate-level students interested in the curation and preservation of digital resources.
The book explores the historical connections between the notions of architectural interior, subjective space, human interiority, and represented space including virtual space. In the 18th century the notion of
"interiority" understood as a paradigm of human subjectivity came to be articulated in a sustained way in architectural and visual, rather than only literary forms. While the notion of the interior and the
processes of "interiorization" were, as Walter Benjamin demonstrated, the defining features of 19th-century bourgeois culture, it is the different forms of conceptual assault on, or deconstruction of interiority
that define the approach to space and self in the 20th and 21st centuries. The book examines models of understanding "interiority" as these were developed in relation to notions of space and spatial
experience.
“Beyond New Media Art” is the revised, updated version of a book first published in Italian with the title “Media, New Media, Postmedia” in 2010. Through the circulation of excerpts, reviews and interviews,
the book produced some debate outside of Italy, which persuaded the author to release, three years later, this English translation. “Beyond New Media Art” is an attempt to analyze the current positioning of
so-called New Media Art in the wider field of contemporary arts, and to explore the historical, sociological and conceptual reasons for its marginal position and under-recognition in recent art history. On the
other hand, this book is also an attempt to suggest new critical and curatorial strategies to turn this marginalization into a thing of the past, and to stress the topicality of art addressing the media and the
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issues of the information age. Domenico Quaranta is an art critic, teacher and curator. He regularly writes for Flash Art and Artpulse.
The study of tourism as a complex social phenomenon, beyond simply business, is increasing in importance. Providing an examination of perceptions of culture and society in tourism destinations through the
tourist's eyes, this book discusses how destinations were, and are, created and perceived through the 'lens' of the tourist's gaze.
Nell'ambito del sistema MIUR PRIN si è portato avanti con continuità e consequenzialità, per due bienni consecutivi, un interessante percorso di ricerca con il medesimo gruppo di lavoro. Percorso aperto con
il tema “Sistemi informativi integrati per la conservazione e la valorizzazione del patrimonio architettonico e urbano” e concluso con “Modelli complessi per il patrimonio architettonico-urbano”. È evidente la
connessione tra le due tematiche con il costante riferimento al patrimonio architettonico e urbano, prodotto attuale del processo storico di formazione e trasformazione della città storica, con l'obiettivo
strategico della sua conservazione e valorizzazione. In particolare la presente ricerca segna dunque il transito dell'attenzione dal tema dei sistemi informativi alla costruzione dei modelli complessi, quale
strumento privilegiato su cui costruire tanto il sistema informativo quanto il progetto di restauro. Negli ultimi anni si è andato ad accentuare in misura notevole l'attenzione per le problematiche relative alla
costruzione dei modelli 3D, in connessione a quelle del rilevamento architettonico e urbano, anche con l'obiettivo di ricercare le modalità per un passaggio in automatico dal rilievo al modello, fatte salve le
operazioni di tipo critico valutativo comunque necessarie. Il modello, come mediatore tra la categoria intellettiva e la realtà sensibile, è lo strumento con il quale il soggetto riguardante organizza le proprie
rappresentazioni mentali della realtà fenomenica percepibile. Si configura, nella contemporaneità, come replica digitale, dotata di propria autonomia, con una verosimiglianza e una possibilità immersiva tale
da indurre il dubbio sulla sua proprietà di sostituto integrale della realtà all'interno del processo cognitivo. Campo di indagine della storia dell'architettura è lo spazio fisico costruito dall'uomo, nella sua realtà
immanente e sensibile, e nella sua dimensione propria di evento, come avvenimento spazio-temporale. L'atto conoscitivo è l'atto esperenziale. Ma è l'esperienza vissuta dell'evento come sequenza degli
avvenimenti spazio-temporali, sino a quello che tutti i precedenti riassume, della presente contemporaneità. Il modello esprime dunque, nel senso che li contiene, la memoria e il passaggio nel tempo della
realtà indagata dalla sua ideazione, alla realizzazione, alle trasformazioni sino all'attualità: sezioni storico-sincroniche e diacroniche, ricostruzioni e/o visualizzazioni di realtà modificate, o di intenzioni e
prefigurazioni mai realizzate, o semplicemente narrate. Se si riferisce alle riflessioni di Paul Ricoeur, sulla dimensione narrativa dell'architettura e sulla dimensione temporale dello spazio architettonico,
possiamo riconsiderare il modello stesso come il ‘racconto visuale' della narrazione architettonica. Il modello strutturato e complesso, cosí come fin qui esplicitato, si inserisce nel processo di analisi storicocritica come ‘documento', dunque esso stesso passibile di interpretazione, ma anche vero e proprio ‘testo storico-critico' espresso con il linguaggio della figurazione nello spazio del virtuale.
"This book presents research on the most recent technological developments in all fields of knowledge or disciplines of computer games development, including planning, design, development, marketing,
business management, users and behavior"--Provided by publisher.

From music to gaming, information gathering to eLearning; eCommerce to eGovernment, Lorenzo Cantoni and Stefano Tardini's absorbing introduction considers the internet as a
communication technology; the opportunities it affords us, the limitations it imposes and the functions it allows. Internet explores: the political economy of the internet hypertext computer
mediated communication websites as communication conceptualizing users of the internet internet communities and practices. Perfect for students studying this modern phenomenon, and a
veritable e-feast for all cyber junkies.
Every day, societal demand grows for some form of control or supervision over something that appears inherently beyond governance: the Internet. The gulf between community aspiration
and the perceived limits on government capacity forces each entity, industry, and regulator to conduct a thorough and painstaking search for an appropriate solution. The resolution to this
dilemma requires the innovation of regulatory design for the Internet. Without flexibility and responsiveness, traditional law and regulation cannot adequately address the transnational,
intangible, and ever changing Internet space. Attempts at Internet regulation generally have moved away from direct legal control and toward more flexible variations of what can be termed
?self-regulation.? This ground-breaking book by two leading authorities in this new field of law concerns the mushrooming growth of institutions and systems of self-regulation on the Internet.
Internet self-regulation involves many issues, including e-commerce, technical protocols, and domain names management, but most public concern and debate has been over illegal and
harmful content on the Internet. Self-Regulation and the Internet examines how self-regulatory entities for content relate to other quasi-legal and state institutions, what powers are accorded to
or seized by self-regulatory institutions, and how the use of self-regulation can contribute to the more effective and more efficient realization of both economic and societal goals. This book
offers: a general and theoretical examination of self-regulation, focusing on codes of conduct; approaches to the methodology and process for adopting such codes; descriptions and
evaluations of technical devices as self-regulatory tools; and an analysis of Internet self-regulation in a converged and digital environment. The analysis encompasses a wide spectrum, from
technical matters of filters and transmission streams to such important legal issues as the possible meanings of such terms as ?illegal and harmful.? Crucial topics include ISP service
agreements, anti-spam measures, regulation of hate speech, digital television, defining a common language for metainformation, and a great deal more. The geographic scope is global, with
numerous detailed references to developments in Europe, North America, Asia, and Australia. The breadth and depth of this analysis, and the vast quantity of information that underpins it,
give this book an authoritative preeminence not to be found elsewhere. In the coming years, as the material it examines continues to grow and change in ever more dramatic ways, it will be
turned to again and again for its invaluable insights and recommendations.
Il libro Intervista con la New Media Art. L’osservatorio Digicult tra arte, design e cultura digitale si basa sull’esperienza di una delle più importanti piattaforme internazionali indipendenti in
rete, fondata dal critico e curatore Marco Mancuso, che nel corso degli ultimi quindici anni ha monitorato l’evoluzione e l’impatto delle tecnologie e della scienza sull’arte, il design e la
società contemporanea. Attraverso una serie di saggi scritti da alcuni dei suoi autori più importanti e una ricchissima collezione di interviste a sessanta artisti e designer che hanno segnato la
storia della New Media Art dal 2005 a oggi, il volume evidenzia come i codici e i linguaggi dell’arte tecnologica siano gli strumenti ideali per un approccio multidisciplinare, una radicale
osservazione e una profonda comprensione della realtà culturale ed espressiva che caratterizza il nuovo millennio.
This clear and concise introductory textbook guides students through their first engagement with geopolitics. It offers a clear framework for understanding contemporary conflicts by showing
how geography provides opportunities and limits upon the actions of countries, national groups, and terrorist organizations. This second edition is fundamentally restructured to emphasize
geopolitical agency, and non-state actors. The text is fully revised, containing a brand new chapter on environmental geopolitics, which includes discussion of climate change and resource
conflicts. The text contains updated case studies, such as the Korean conflict, Israel-Palestine and Chechnya and Kashmir, to emphasize the multi-faceted nature of conflict. These, along with
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guided exercises, help explain contemporary global power struggles, environmental geopolitics, the global military actions of the United States, the persistence of nationalist conflicts, the
changing role of borders, and the new geopolitics of terrorism, and peace movements. Throughout, the readers are introduced to different theoretical perspectives, including feminist
contributions, as both the practice and representation of geopolitics are discussed. Introduction to Geopolitics is an ideal introductory text which provides a deeper and critical understanding of
current affairs, geopolitical structures and agents. The text is extensively illustrated with diagrams, maps, photographs and end of chapter further reading. Both students and general readers
alike will find this book an essential stepping-stone to understanding contemporary conflicts.
In This Is Not a Copy, Kaja Marczewska identifies a characteristic 'copy-paste' tendency in contemporary culture-a shift in attitude that allows reproduction and plagiarizing to become a norm
in cultural production. This inclination can be observed in literature and non-literary forms of writing at an unprecedented level, as experiments with text redefine the nature of creativity.
Responding to these transformations, Marczewska argues that we must radically rethink our conceptions of artistic practice and proposes a move away from the familiar categories of copying
and originality, creativity and plagiarism in favour of the notion of iteration. Developing the new concept of the Iterative Turn, This Is Not a Copy identifies and theorizes the turn toward
ubiquitous iteration as a condition of text-based creative practices as they emerge in response to contemporary technologies. Conceiving of writing as iterative invites us to address a set of
new, critical questions about contemporary culture. Combining discussion of literature, experimental and electronic writing, mainstream and independent publishing with debates in 20th- and
21st-century art, contemporary media culture, transforming technologies and copyright laws, This Is Not a Copy offers a timely and urgently needed argument, introducing a unique new
perspective on practices that permeate our contemporary culture.
This book paves the way for a more enlarged discussion on religion and migration phenomena in countries of Northern and Southern Europe. From a comparative perspective, these are
regions with very different religious traditions and different historical State/Church relations. Although official religion persisted longer in Nordic Protestant countries than in South
Mediterranean countries, levels of secularization are higher. In the last decades, both Northern and Southern Europe have received strong flows of newcomers. From this perspective, the
book presents through various theoretical lenses and empirical researches the impact mobility and consequent religious transnationalism have on multiple aspects of culture and social life in
societies where the religious landscapes are increasingly diverse. The chapters demonstrate that we are dealing with complex scenarios: different contexts of reception, different countries of
origin, various ethnicities and religious traditions (Catholics, Orthodox and Evangelical Christians, Muslims, Buddhists). Having become plural spaces, our societies tend to be far more
concerned with the issue of social integration rather than with that of social identities reconstruction in society as a whole, often ignoring that today religion manifests itself as a plurality of
religions. In short, what are the implications of newcomers for the religious life of Europe and for the redesign of its soul?
The copyright/design interface for a wider, non-specialist audience, taking as a starting point the notion of industrial design derived from design studies, on the border between art and science.
Comunicare è un’esigenza primaria della nostra esistenza. Spendiamo moltissimo tempo della nostra giornata a comunicare, trasmettendo idee, pensieri, progetti, dubbi e acquisendo nuove informazioni. E,
in quest’era digitale, parte della comunicazione avviene attraverso la mediazione delle nuove tecnologie. Questo manuale si propone di aiutare a migliorare la comunicazione sui nuovi media, tramite un
approccio multimediale al contenuto. Dal graphic design alle infografiche, dalla composizione dell’immagine al digital storytelling, questo testo è anche una guida che fornisce idee, linee guida e risorse per la
creazione dei propri prodotti multimediali.
Media culture design. Introduzione alla cultura dei media per il design della comunicazioneHandbook of Research on Serious Games as Educational, Business and Research ToolsIGI Global
Ancient and medieval literary texts often call attention to their existence as physical objects. Shane Butler helps us to understand why. Arguing that writing has always been as much a material struggle as an
intellectual one, The Matter of the Page offers timely lessons for the digital age about how creativity works and why literature moves us. Butler begins with some considerations about the materiality of the
literary text, both as a process (the draft) and a product (the book), and he traces the curious history of “the page” from scroll to manuscript codex to printed book and beyond. He then offers a series of
unforgettable portraits of authors at work: Thucydides struggling to describe his own diseased body; Vergil ready to burn an epic poem he could not finish; Lucretius wrestling with words even as he fights the
madness that will drive him to suicide; Cicero mesmerized by the thought of erasing his entire career; Seneca plumbing the depths of the soul in the wax of his tablets; and Dhuoda, who sees the book she
writes as a door, a tunnel, a womb. Butler reveals how the work of writing transformed each of these authors into his or her own first reader, and he explains what this metamorphosis teaches us about how
we too should read. All Greek and Latin quotations are translated into English and technical matters are carefully explained for general readers, with scholarly details in the notes.
The publication Made in Italy analyses history, dynamics and future in Italian design through four aspects: aesthetics, economy, communication and project. About the first three aspects, there are
contributions by Laura Biagiotti, Massimo d'Alessandro, Philippe Daverio, Peppino Ortoleva, Vanni Pasca, Andrea Piersanti, Alberto Pratesi and Maurizio Stecco. Three generations of Italian design witnesses
are collected in the third section and are signed by great designers: Mario Bellini, Andrea Branzi, Carlo Colombo, Stefano Giovannoni, Enzo Mari and Alessandro Mendini. Their texts are accompanied by
product images elicited by their recent Made in Italy production. The final section is formed by a wide range of Made in Italy historic images and products, chronologically ordered from 1950 to 1990.
This book presents the proceedings of the 20th Congress of the International Ergonomics Association (IEA 2018), held on August 26-30, 2018, in Florence, Italy. By highlighting the latest theories and
models, as well as cutting-edge technologies and applications, and by combining findings from a range of disciplines including engineering, design, robotics, healthcare, management, computer science,
human biology and behavioral science, it provides researchers and practitioners alike with a comprehensive, timely guide on human factors and ergonomics. It also offers an excellent source of innovative
ideas to stimulate future discussions and developments aimed at applying knowledge and techniques to optimize system performance, while at the same time promoting the health, safety and wellbeing of
individuals. The proceedings include papers from researchers and practitioners, scientists and physicians, institutional leaders, managers and policy makers that contribute to constructing the Human Factors
and Ergonomics approach across a variety of methodologies, domains and productive sectors. This volume includes papers addressing the following topics: Ergonomics in Design, Activity Theories for Work
Analysis and Design, and Affective Design.

The effective use of technology offers numerous benefits in protecting cultural heritage. With the proper implementation of these tools, the management and conservation of artifacts and
knowledge are better attained. The Handbook of Research on Emerging Technologies for Digital Preservation and Information Modeling is an authoritative resource for the latest research on
the application of current innovations in the fields of architecture and archaeology to promote the conservation of cultural heritage. Highlighting a range of real-world applications and digital
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tools, this book is ideally designed for upper-level students, professionals, researchers, and academics interested in the preservation of cultures.
We are at the beginning of a great new cycle, a second Renaissance of technology and mind, spirit and creative energy. It ?s the time when the noosphere experience evoked by Teilhard de
Chardin is coming into being James Joyce spoke of “closing time” in Finnegans Wake. Leonard Cohen wrote a song with this title. The philosopher Norman O. Brown wrote a philosophicalpoetic work called Closing Time in 1973 in which he proposed the end of one era and the beginning of new mysteries. He did so by combining Joyce and Vico. Our work is a reply and an
extension of theirs. But we are contemplating and exploring openings. What does it mean to stand in the open of the noosphere of new consciousness? What does it mean to be at the
opening of a cycle of being and becoming? Opening Time is a threshold process that combines text, images, sound, delivery agency, and hypertext in a bold experiment that explores the
nature of openings in ideas, stories, pictures, music, and the internet. It is a collaborative process that seeks to at once evoke our crux, and also to engage users in a new kind of electronic
platform.
This book assesses social control and its prospects into the next century. The concept of political control in Anglo-American and Hispanic sociology is described both historically and politically,
and its weaknesses and relevance are discussed.
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